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Christine Stack leads the Wakefield Way walk through Haw Park

As a major part of their programme of walks
this summer, the Wakefield Group will be
doing walks which contain a section of the
Wakefield Way. The 75 mile mile circuit will
be completed on October 29th when the
Starting at Anglers Country Park,
walkers return to the Anglers Rest
Wintersett, on Saturday, 7th May,
(not October 22nd – please note!).
the walkers led by Christine
Some of the highlights which
The project
Stack on a glorious spring
will be enjoyed along the richly
has been revived varied 75 mile route are Haw
morning followed the route of
the Wakefield Way through the
Park, Newmillerdam, Bretton
by the Wakefield
woodland of Haw Park and
Park, the Mining Museum,
District Group of
along a charming stretch of the
Coxley Valley, the Rhubarb
the Ramblers
towpath of the former Barnsley
Triangle, the Aire and Calder
Canal (no longer a canal, but a
Navigation,
and
Pontefract
nature’s paradise). Nearing Walton,
Castle. There are prizes for those
the walkers left the Wakefield Way (to be
who walk the most mileage along the
covered the following Saturday), and completed Wakefield Way, and it is hoped that many will
a 6 miles circular walk back to the Anglers Rest manage the whole distance.
via Walton Park (where the bluebells were still in
Continued on page 2
full flush) and a circuit of the country park lake.
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There was a large turn out of thirty one walkers
when Wakefield and District Group launched its
summer programme of walks by doing the first
stage of the Wakefield Way.
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We’re changing to way the groups
submit walks for the area walks
programme streamline the process, see
the back cover for more deatils

Visit
the West Riding Area website for more news, walks and details of your local group: www.ramblersyorkshire.org
www.facebook.com/RamblersYorkshire
www.ramblersyorkshire.org

EDITORIAL POLICY
The West Riding Rambler attempts to provide a valuable
service to all members of the Ramblers in the West Riding
Area, by providing news coverage and a forum for opinion.
The West Riding Rambler supports the objects of the
Ramblers and the association’s policies as agreed at
the annual General Council, but also publishes articles
of a provocative or controversial nature, which may not
represent the official standpoint of the association, but which
encourage debate both of the association’s policies and
strategies, and of matters relevant to the walking community.
Although the Ramblers has no political affiliations, such
articles may make political points.
The editors welcome articles and news items, but they retain
their right not to accept contributions and to edit material
submitted. Contributors are expected to accept responsibility
for the views expressed and the accuracy of the information.

CORRECTIONS
Apologies for two errors in the April 2016 edition. The article
“Membership Challenge” was by Richard Smith, not Keith
Wadd, and the caption on the front page photo should have
been “Walkers struggle on a flooded path near Embsay” (not
Enbsay). KW

COLIN NEWTON

We are sad to record the death of Colin Newton, aged 85.
Colin was an enthusiastic leader of many walks, he was a
former footpath officer for Lower Wharfedale Group and
he did a great deal of publicity work for the Ramblers’
Association. Above all, he will be remembered in the
walking community for his major contribution to the Burley
Bridge campaign.
Colin was a key figure in reviving the campaign in the 1990s.
As both a committed rambler and a resident of Burley, he
worked tirelessly over many years for the campaign, and
fulfilled with distinction important roles on the Burley Bridge
Committee (latterly, the Burley Bridge Association). There
were tributes to him at the recent AGM of the Burley Bridge
Association: Peter Bayer, Chairman of the association told
the AGM that without Colin none of us would be here at the
meeting, and Colin Speakman said Colin “had given a lifetime
to walking and the Ramblers”. Colin Newton was elected
a vice-president of the West Riding Area of the Ramblers’
Association in 2013. Donations at Colin’s funeral were given
to the Burley Bridge Association. Keith Wadd

Continued from front
The Wakefield Way was planned in 2004 but never became
an official route because some of the proposed paths lacked
definitive map status. Now the project has been revived by the
Wakefield District Group of the Ramblers to promote the profile of
the Ramblers in the Wakefield area.
The book, “The Wakefield Way” by Douglas Cossar in association
with Trevor Hiles the footpath secretary of Wakefield Group,
published in 2004, described an attractive 75 mile route close to
the boundary of the metropolitan district. An added feature of the
book was the inclusion of 21 circular walks and 3 linear walks all
linked to the route of the Wakefield Way and enabling attractive
local walks to be undertaken within a leisurely day’s timetable. The
book has proved to be the backbone of the Wakefield Group’s
walks programme each year. One downside of the exercise was
the reluctance of Wakefield Council to adopt the route, largely on
the grounds that parts of the boundary walk could not be identified
as rights of way. It has also been the case that the local landscape
itself has changed drastically with the establishment of country
parks in many parts of the district.
It seemed the right time to approach Rights of Way staff at
Wakefield to discuss how the Wakefield Group might secure
the council’s recognition of the Wakefield Way boundary walk,
having regard to the nearby Barnsley Boundary Way, the Kirklees
Way and the Leeds Country Way. It was also the Group’s aim
to persuade the staff to enter Wakefield’s boundary walk on the
Ordnance Survey map. There have now been two meetings with
the ROW staff, and they have been supportive while indicating
that the Ramblers Wakefield Group would need to carry out the
necessary work on the ground to ensure that a revised boundary
walk would meet the criteria of an entirely ROW route. They
added that where the route crossed a country park for which the
council had a responsibility, this would not be an obstacle. The
Group’s initial research has indicated some technical issues, and
walk leaders are being asked to look into alternatives that would
meet the ROW criteria.
The current position is that the Group has a two-prong strategy.
Walks leaders will ensure that the route of the Wakefield Way
will use recognised rights of way, and during the summer walks
programme this activity will be combined with a walk on each
of the individual walks described in the Wakefield Way book.
Walks leaders have been asked to highlight interesting historical
or landscape features as well as identifying the condition of
stiles on the walks. In this way the the walks will be updated to
reflect changes since 2004 and will be ready for uploading to
the Ramblers website, with some hard copies being available
as well.
Full details of each walk along the Wakefield Way are in the current
West Riding Area Walks Programme.
Mike O’Donnell, Footpath Officer, Wakefield Group

CORRECTION TO WALKS PROGRAMME

Please note an error in the current Area Walks Programme where it is
stated that the Wakefield Group walk “Wakefield Way Walk 23 & 24,
SOUTH HIENDLEY & WINTERSETT” takes place on both the 22nd and
29th October. The correct date of the walk is Saturday 29th October.
FESTIVAL OF WALKING FOR WELLBEING

All walks in the West Riding Area Walks Programme from 3rd to 11th
September are part of this Ramblers’ nationwide Walk About festival.

Visit the Area website www.ramblersyorkshire.org for more area news and past issues

Paths and Countryside threatened
by proposed New Airport Road.
The Ramblers working to protect
walkers’ interests
Popular rights of way, attractive views and open countryside At the current stage of the consultation process, the Ramblers
(some in designated green belt) close to Leeds and Bradford group’s submission (to the Highways and Transportation
have been put under threat by the announcement of possible Department at Leeds City Council) indicated how many
routes for a new road to speed traffic from central Leeds to the footpaths, bridleways and other walking routes will be affected
LeedsBradford Airport. Because of the potential importance by the proposals and which popular areas would be affected by
of these proposals and to protect walkers’ interests,
the proposals. The group also established that three of these
Ramblers has submitted a detailed joint response
proposals have considerable effects on significant areas
prepared by a small group representing Ramblers
of natural beauty. Options A and B would destroy
in the affected area. The group included Richard
the attraction of Rawdon Billing through noise,
All the affected
Smith (Footpath Officer for Lower Wharfedale
air pollution and unacceptable visual intrusion.
rights of way are
Group), Lee Davidson (Footpath Officer for
Horsfoth Golf Club will similarly be affected by
popular walking
Leeds Group), Mike Willison (Countryside Officer
Options A and B. Option A would cross and
routes, providing
for Leeds Group) and Martin Bennett (Chair of
heavily impact on the natural beauty of Carlton
the West Riding Area Footpath Committee).
Moor, a popular and appreciated area of open
access to open
space on the fringe of the city. Option C would
countryside
There are three proposals being submitted by
would have a detrimental effect on the Rawdon
Leeds City Council. Detailed work by the Ramblers
Carrs area (south of the amended route) and the open
group established the following:
countryside of the Aire Valley corridor. All three options
would seriously affect the Leeds Country Way reducing it from
Option C - the widening of roads, the upgrading of junctions
and new roundabouts along the existing route. This will seriously a country way to an urban route. This is a much used and popular
walk around the city, giving an almost continuous experience of
affect 10 rights of way.
green spaces, woodlands, and open areas.
Option B - a new road would leave the A65 at a new roundabout
At this stage of the
near the crematorium and cross lovely open countryside
consultation, Ramblers
between Horsforth and Yeadon before crossing Layton Road.
have expressed serious
It would continue northwards across open fields again, to the
concerns about the
east of Rawdon Billing before crossing Bayton Lane. Eventually
impact the proposed
it would join the A658 near Victoria Close. This will seriously
options would have on
affect 9 rights of way.
both the rights of way
Option A - initially following the same route as Option B, a
and some recreational
new road would leave the A65 at a new roundabout near the
areas. We are told by
crematorium and cross lovely open countryside between
Leeds City Council that
country path threatened by proposed road
Horsforth and Yeadon before crossing Layton Road. It would
the “responses from
then go north east, almost immediately crossing Bayton Lane
the public consultation are currently being analysed and will
before swinging northwards through open countryside to “join” a
inform discussions with the West Yorkshire Combined Authority”
widened Scotland Lane, crossing Whitehouse Lane, continuing
Following this a “a preferred option is then expected to be put
along a widened Dean Lane before swinging north west across
forward for further consultation before a planning application is
Carlton Moor to join the A658 just south west of its junction with
prepared”.
Otley Old Road. This will seriously affect 17 rights of way.
It is essential to safeguard these rights of way and the open
All the affected rights of way are popular walking routes,
countryside for future generations. The Ramblers group will
providing access to open countryside for many users in the area.
continue to be involved in the future consultation process and
Leeds City Council had an initial consultation period about the oppose the destruction of our rights of way network. If you proposals. That consultation period began in November 2015 individual walkers - share our desire to protect our network, then
and ended in February 2016 after being extended following it is vitally important that you too engage with the consultation
significant public interest. Public consultation meetings or process in the coming months. You can register to receive further
drop-in sessions about the proposals were held during the details of the consultation at the Leeds City Council website
consultation period. Officials were present at these sessions to www.leeds.gov.uk Without that engagement and without raising
answer any questions. When questioned by one of the Ramblers your objections to the proposals, some of our popular and well
group, these officials admitted that they had no idea how many used paths will be seriously damaged. To alter the well used
rights of way would be affected by each of these proposals. phrase “If you don’t use it, you will lose it”, it could be “If you let
They were unable to tell us - when asked - what provision would someone abuse it, you will lose it”.
be made in each of the proposals for safeguarding the integrity
of the rights of way network.

Richard Smith, Footpath Officer, Lower Wharfedale Ramblers

Join us
ondetails
Facebook:
www.facebook.com/RamblersYorkshire
Visit the West Riding Area website for more news, walks
and
of your
local group: www.ramblersyorkshire.org

IT ALL STARTED
WITH AN EMAIL
Richard Smith, footpath officer of Lower Wharfedale describes his
experience of claiming a historic path near Ilkley.
“I get several emails or phone calls each week asking me questions
about footpaths in this area or pointing out problems with a path
or bridleway. This particular email had come via Ramblers Central
Office and was from a resident in Ben Rhydding. He notified Central
Office that a path he and other local residents had used over many
years had been blocked. Since this problem was in “my patch” I
was asked to investigate.

So within days after the path was blocked, I started visiting the
local archives in Morley, Bradford and Wakefield to look for historic
references to this route. Some early study of maps as recent as
1950 revealed references to a ford across the river at a point where
the path came down to the Wharfe. It was, however, the OS map
of 1853 that encouraged me to consider that the blocked path may
well have been part of a historic route. (see Fig 1). It can be seen
on this map that there were at this time several lime kilns in the
area and the two fords across the river were an essential element
in linking these sites.

Figure 1

By the time I visited the site, the path running down from Leeds
Road to the River Wharfe had been blocked at one end by a large
metal gate and at the other end by some fencing. Letters to the
local newspapers indicated how upset residents were by the
closure of this popular footpath.
The path, although extremely
well used is for whatever reason
not recorded on the Definitive
Map. Current published maps
show the definitive footpath. The
attached diagram indicates the
definitive path as a solid line but
the unrecorded but very popular
and well-used path as a dashed
line. The definitive path does
indeed reach Leeds Road a little
further to the east - but this is via
some steps, whereas the nonrecorded path is a gentle slope
and therefore more accessible.
The fact that this popular path is not recorded on the Definitive
Maps presents difficulties in requiring the landowner (who may be
responsible for blocking the path) to open up the route. It was a
chance remark by one of the local residents that encouraged me
to look into the history of the path. He told me that his father had
talked about horse drawn carts using that route down to the river.
Early in 2015, I attended an excellent course - called “Restoring
the Record” and organised by The Ramblers - explaining the
techniques needed to investigate routes and make a claim for them
to be included on the Definitive Map. I can thoroughly recommend
attending this course for anyone interested in this area of study.
Little did I know that I would be using the knowledge gained in that
course so soon.

Confirmation that the path was at one time a historic route was
obtained from studying the tithe map of 1847 (Fig. 2). This shows
an area of land (labelled 461) from Leeds Road down to the River
Wharfe. The apportionment document accompanying that tithe
map states that the area of land number 461 was a lane. This
appears to be clear proof of the historic route. This information,
together with copies of newspaper articles describing the route to
the ford and old postcards showing the route clearly leading down
to the river, has now been compiled and presented to Bradford
Council as a claim for the route to be included on the Definitive
Map. We shall await the outcome of that claim.

Figure 2

There are many paths in our local parishes that are not included
on the Definitive Map. These paths are used extensively by local
residents and are a valuable resource. Why is it important to claim
these paths on the Definitive Map? Well, under the Countryside
and Rights of Way (CROW) Act, if these paths are not claimed for
the Definitive Map by 2026 then they will disappear forever and
local communities will be denied access to these valuable and
appreciated routes. If you know of a local path that is currently well
used and you suspect that it is not recorded on the Definitive Map,
then please contact your local Ramblers Footpath Officer.”
Richard Smith

Visit the Area website www.ramblersyorkshire.org for more area news and past issues

OUTDOORS WITH NIGEL HEPTINSTALL
I have just returned from Alston where we enjoyed some wonderful
walking in brilliant sunshine, literally no rain all week, how miraculous
is that? If you go walking in that area, as in our own area, it’s well
worth checking routes before you walk because there has been
some terrible storm and flood damge up there, for example the NT
Allenbanks and Staward Gorge have been devastated, parts only
accessible by the foolish.
Last time I mentioned how great it was that we can now walk without
fear of being shot at. Well, I was far off the mark with that one having
twice on a Sunday morning been warned off the lead mining area
north of Greenhow because of clay pigeon shooting. It doesn’t end
there either: those wildlife conservationists of the shooting fraternity
have killed two red kites recently, one at Nidd, another at Eccup
Reservoir, this despite the shooting of birds of prey being illegal.
Immediately let the authorities know if you suspect any wrongdoing
– see my blog (https://outdoors2015.wordpress.com/) for details.
As June was approached, the birds mostly scaled down their
breeding activities. The dawn chorus gradually decreased, and
as they fed and protected their fledglings, the birds became less
visible, more secretive. Some like the song thrush previously
singing loudly will seemingly disappear altogether, only offering the
occasional glimpse till next spring. Others like the sand martin will
have had as many as three broods before our walks along the river
banks fall silent again.

Did you know that the 2015 “State of the UK’s Butterflies” report
(source: Butterfly Conservation website) contains some grim and
worrying stats, with 70% species declining in occurrence and 57%
declining in abundance since 1976? Britain’s larger moths fare
little better with a decline of 28% over the last 40 years. These
figures grow to 40% in the south according to the “State of Britain’s
Larger Moths” 2013. These figure don’t augur well for biodiversity
as a whole. Most birds for example rely on caterpillars to feed their
young, and if moths and butterflies are being affected then what
about all the other insects, all near the bottom of the food chain
and all no doubt affected by similar problems. And how are we
humans affected?
You can help, however. Why not unload the free (always appeals
to us Yorkshire folk) Record Butterfly App (“iRecord Burtterflies”
available for Android and IPhone) who forward the info to Butterfly
Conservation. It contains identification information and allows you
to record butterfly sightings, or you could photograph the insect if
you aren’t sure what it is and submit that as a record. Join Butterfly
Conservation and perhaps help in the various ways they seek
support. Don’t turn your garden into a paved or concrete wildlife
desert, plant insect-friendly plants ensuring you have something
flowering all summer. Enjoy all those butterflies as they visit; you may
even be the envy of your neighbours. Some of the butterflies to look
out for in summer include the delightful common blue, often found
on bird’s foot trefoil, or the cryptically coloured speckled wood, dark
brown with cream spots, it likes shady areas and has probably done
better than most butterflies in recent years, although last year was
poor. Also watch out for those long-distance travellers red admirals,
painted ladies, silver Y moths and hummingbird hawk-moths, marvel
at the thought that some of them may have emerged as insects in
North Africa and found their way here. Isn’t nature amazing?
LATE NEWS In North Yorkshire six red kites have been found shot
or have died in suspicious circumstances in the last two months.
The latest dead red kite was found near Timble in mid-June, and
examination by a vet revealed shotgun pellets in it. (Harrogate
Advertiser 16th June)

the delightful common blue

DALESBUS TO STAR ON TV
The highly acclaimed Sunday and Bank Holiday DalesBus network in the
Yorkshire Dales has not only been recently shown on BBC Countryfile,
but is due to be featured in a two hour documentary devoted to a “slow
travel” journey on the iconic Northern Dalesmen bus between Richmond
and Ingleton, through Swaledale, Buttertubs Pass, Ribblehead and the
Three Peaks. It will be shown in August on BBC4.
What makes DalesBus unique is that it is a bus network not only
used, but designed by Ramblers, including members of West Riding
Area. Despite financial pressures the network has survived more or
less intact for summer 2016. Amazingly, in July and August there
will be a totally new Saturday 800 service between Wakefield (9.00),
Leeds (9.30) and Hawes (12.55) via Otley, Pateley Bridge (connection

from Harrogate), Grassington and Buckden. The concept is not
only to give people an alternative to the Sunday DalesBus, but to
enable ramblers to enjoy a full weekend in the Dales. A weekend
ticket costing £15 will be available to allow walkers to travel up to
the Dales on Saturday, stay overnight in a B&B, hostel, or campsite
and return, after a good day’s hike, on any DalesBus service back to
West Yorkshire. This will be in addition to the popular school holiday
Tuesday Dales Experience services from Bradford and Keighley.
Full details of all services and times in the Metro DalesBus booklet
or look out for the new Explore the Yorkshire Dales leaflet; or visit
www,dalesbus.org for timetables and fare information.
Colin Speakman

CLAIMING HISTORIC (LOST) PATHS
Two training meetings are being organised in our area by the British Horse Society which like The Ramblers has a keen
interest in claiming as many historic paths as possible before the cut-off date of 2026. The meetings are on the 29th
October 2016 at the Buckles Inn, Tadcaster Road, Askham Richard, York YO23 3PW, and on 30th October 2016 at
the Harold Club, Huddersfield Road, Low Moor, Bradford BD12 OUD. Free to attend, lunch and refreshments provided.
Tickets can be booked at bhs.org.uk or by contacting the BHS Access team at 02476 840515 or access@bhs.org.uk

Join us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/RamblersYorkshire

GENERAL COUNCIL VOTES TO
WITHDRAW GOVERNANCE PROPOSALS
General Council is the Annual General Meeting of the Ramblers,
and the 2016 meeting made a wide-reaching decision affecting
the future of the association. On Motion 6, by a substantial
majority, delegates voted “to withdraw immediately the current
governance proposals”.

General Council resumed at 9 a.m. the following morning with the
agenda committee report, and the annual report and accounts.
The association is in a strong financial position with a £1.7m surplus
last year, and a pension liability that can be repaid. Total incoming
resources included £2.8m in members’ subscriptions, and £2.2m
in legacies. A major outgoing resource was the total cost of staffing
(salaries, national insurance, pensions etc.) at just over £3m.
Senior staff then gave an account of the many successes achieved
during the year. Particular highlights are the England Coastal Path
with work now taking place on 1300km of the whole 4500km, and
the accreditation of Walking for Health walks.

The controversial and wide-ranging proposals, first put forward in
2014 included local Groups to choose which Ramblers’ activities
they wish to take part in, Areas to coordinate local Group activities
and provide leadership, Areas to to work closely with the chief
executive (on behalf of the board of trustees) to shape the way
activities are structured, changes making it less easy for Areas to
put forward motions to General Council, trustees elected by one This was followed by a report on actions taken to implement 2015
member one vote (as opposed to the present system of election resolutions and to implement any outstanding previous years’
by delegates to General Council), and candidates for the Board resolutions. I expressed to General Council my disappointment
of Trustees to be short-listed by a “search committee”. Whilst the at the inadequate implementation of West Riding Area’s 2014
governance proposals might appear to be little more than technical resolution on waymarking. By late morning debate on this year’s
and of limited relevance to the vast majority of members, the total motions commenced. Motion 1 to amend the Memorandum,
package of proposals if approved would almost certainly make the Articles of Association and standing Orders was approved
Ramblers’ local Groups and Areas less autonomous, and reduce overwhelmingly. This motion was designed to make the documents
the power of the delegates from the Areas (many of whom are
more clear to read, and gender neutral. No substantive
also officers of local Groups) to influence the decisions of
changes were involved. Motion 2 to provide a means of
General Council and to be represented on the Board
dealing with nominations contravening standing orders
I expressed to
of Trustees.
was rejected. Motion 3 dealing with the allocation
General Council
of members to Groups was passed. Motion 4
my disappointment
As a personal opinion, the defeat of the governance
asking the Board of Trustees to provide an interim
at the inadequate
proposals should not conceal the problems of
report on governance options as agreed in the
the Ramblers. Among the more obvious ones are
implementation of
2013 resolution was passed. Motion 5 rejecting
declining membership numbers (now beginning to
West Riding Area’s
“the proposed wording of the Area and Group
affect the number of walks leaders available?), delay
2014 resolution on
Agreements” in the governance proposals was
in developing an adequate strategy to protect the
passed. Motion 6 calling upon the Board of Trustees
waymarking
rights of way network in a time of prolonged austerity,
to “withdraw immediately the current governance
and, internally, the need to resolve a number of problems
proposals” was passed. Motion 7 to set up “a scheme
(including the effectiveness of Groups and Areas, and the
of communication between Trustees, Area Chairmen, Area
role of the staff) so that we can go forward with increased strength Secretaries and Council members” was passed. Motion 8 calling
without necessarily taking the centralised route advocated in the upon The Board of Trustees to ensure that there is an adequate
now rejected governance proposals. As a final comment, the whole number of expert staff working on Rights of Way to reflect the
saga of the governance proposals has been a time-consuming and high priority attached to this work by Ramblers” was passed.
quite costly exercise, but there is now an opportunity to learn from it, Also passed was an emergency motion on restoring background
and, if this happens, all might not be in vain.
notes to motions. There was no time for further motions after this,
including the West Riding Area motion on Lost Paths. The points
General Council 2016 opened at 4.30 p.m. on Saturday 2nd
that the proposer and seconder intended to put forward in support
April at The University of York. The first item was “presentation
of the West Riding Area motion were sent to the Board of Trustees.
from chair and chief executive on the last year”. The chair, Des
Garrahan, gave a brief opening presentation and welcome, and Representing West Riding Area as delegates at General Council
this was followed by the comments of the Chief Executive Officer, 2016 were Martin Bennett, Chairman of the Area’s Footpath
Benedict Southworth. The CEO talked to the meeting about what Committee, and Steve Noble of Take AHike. Elizabeth Snow and
the association was seeking to do and gave details of its progress Andrew Sneddon attended as observers. Mike Church attended
over the last year. He concluded his comments by informing the as a member of the Board of Trustees, and Jerry Pearlman and
meeting that he was resigning. He issued no further statement. He Keith Wadd as Vice-Presidents.
is to be thanked for his contribution to the work of The Ramblers Keith Wadd
during the last four years.

Visit the Area website www.ramblersyorkshire.org for more area news and past issues

BIG PATHWATCH: FAIR, THOUGH WE CAN DO BETTER
Martin Bennett, Chair of West Riding Area Footpath Committee,
discusses the Big Pathwatch
In our country we have a path network that is hard to better
anywhere in the world. Following those green dotted lines on an
Ordnance Survey map, the Rights of Way footpaths and bridleways,
let you walk across fields, in woods and through farmyards as a
right. They offer variety and freedom whether on a trek along a
national trail, a day’s walk in open countryside, or just a meander
down a backwater path to nowhere. We have a priceless asset, a
national treasure.

I persuaded several friends to participate in Big Pathwatch and
I often tagged along with them, partly out of interest and partly
to support them. It was evident that the Pathwatch process was
not straightforward; participants had little guidance in determining
what to report and making online submissions was fraught with
difficulty especially for those using the smartphone app. In many
cases these frustrations resulted in people just giving up.

Some squares had no Rights of Way in them and these could be
claimed and submitted as ‘complete’; it would have been more
sensible to have blanked out these squares before the launch of Big
Pathwatch so that participants could focus their efforts on
The Ramblers launched Big Pathwatch as part of its
completing squares that actually had Rights of Way in
80th anniversary celebrations in July 2015 to run
them. By doing this we could have made participation
for six months. The aim was for walkers to survey
in Big Pathwatch more straightforward, especially
Big Pathwatch
Rights of Way in all one kilometre grid squares
for those coming to walking, map reading and
got off to a flying
shown on OD maps in England and Wales.
surveying for the first time.
start with prime
These surveys were to capture negative and
positive features encountered on the paths which
Whilst I can understand the desire to take a
time television and
would then be recorded on a national website set
balanced approach to assessing the state of
radio coverage
up by The Ramblers. Examples of positive features
Rights of Way across the country, I felt that by trying
were attractive views, well maintained stiles and
to capture both positive and negative features in
clear signage, whilst negative features might include
the survey we complicated the exercise. I would have
obstructions such as barbed wire across a path, difficulty
preferred to see a clear remit to concentrate on recording
in locating the path, missing signage etc. With the information negative features as the basis for understanding the scale of the
provided by these surveys, the plan was to build a picture of the work needed to bring the network into a good standard. If paths
225,000 kilometre Rights of Way network. In the process of doing are strewn with litter, have no signposts or are blocked by barbed
this we hoped to encourage people to engage with walking and wire, how are we going to get the nation walking them?
with The Ramblers. It was also hoped that by collecting data on
the condition of the paths, The Ramblers would then be in a better The preparation for the national project felt a little rushed with
position to make the case for more funding and resources as part insufficient time for organisation and training. The selection of June
of wider government initiatives to improve the health of the nation; to December as the time frame for the survey wasn’t the ideal time
the case for walking as a benefit to health and to well-being is for encouraging people to participate; the spring and summer
period would have been more conducive. The project could have
recognised in medical reports on an almost monthly basis.
included a short trial before going live to enable glitches with the
Big Pathwatch got off to a flying start with excellent media interest, software to be sorted and to gain feedback on all aspects of the
including prime time television and radio coverage led by the Chief planned project. The hurried introduction of the project imposed
Executive, Benedict Southworth.
a sudden extra workload for The Ramblers footpath officers who
are in general already busy with local matters. Local Authority
Of the 4490 kilometre squares in West Riding Area, 1969 squares Public Rights of Way departments, whilst acknowledging the
(39%) were surveyed. West Riding is one of the largest Ramblers project’s potential, seem not to have found the data reported to
areas and included many remote squares. I began my involvement them sufficiently accessible or comprehensible to be of use; more
in earnest when I returned from my annual holiday. I walked a total consultation with them at the project development stage could
of 66 squares between October and the end of December. I used have addressed this shortfall.
the paper version of the survey for recording features as I walked
and then I transferred the information to the online version later. The Big Pathwatch was a bold project with laudable aims and it captured
OS online map had been adapted to support the survey and I found media headlines that, for a short time, raised The Ramblers’ national
it easy to use. I took photos of almost everyone of the 644 features profile. However, the glitches in the software, the lack of clarity about
I noted and included those on the web based survey. Each square what information to record to be useful in getting local authorities
took me up to three hours to walk and 30-45 minutes to input online. to act, and the limited preparation and choice of time frame all
detracted from its effectiveness. The path network is a fantastic
For me, the survey was enjoyable, even in the last few weeks of resource and our rights of way and right to roam were fought for
December when, with paper map in one hand and camera in the against much opposition, and the gains we have achieved need
other, I walked in the cold teeming rain to complete the last few to be defended for future generations. The
squares. Participating in the Big Pathwatch presented a different Ramblers need to try new ideas and
approach from my usual walking and surveying of paths; some take risks to continue to engage
paths stopped at the edge of the kilometre squares and there was and encourage people to enjoy
then a walk and navigation challenge to get to the next section of and value the path network in
path. I was taken to places that I thought I knew well, but surprised this country. Big Pathwatch
me when I looked at them with my Big Pathwatch focus. A lot was good fun, it achieved
of the squares I surveyed were in the Leeds area and I observed some of its aims and we can
a high number of negative features. I recorded some footpath learn from the experience
issues I wouldn’t ordinarily have reported to the local authority in ready for our next big idea
the interests of achieving a thorough survey. At the top of my list of for improving our paths and
negatives were missing footpath signposts at junctions with roads; people’s enjoyment of them.
I noted over 200 of these.

Join us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/RamblersYorkshire

Oakwood Clock Before Restoration and Landscaping
Restored clock in inset

WALK AROUND THE CLOCK
“Walk Around the Clock”, inspired by the much-loved Oakwood
Clock, is a fascinating urban walk around Oakwood, a suburb of
Leeds close to Roundhay Park. The walk which takes about an
hour starts and finishes in the shadow of the clock, but can be
joined at any point along the route. However, it may take longer for
walkers who, as well as enjoying healthy exercise, may wish to walk
with curiosity and learn more about Oakwood’s interesting history
and geography.
The Oakwood Clock was originally commissioned for Leeds
Kirkgate Market, then in 1913 moved to its present site in
Oakwood. In 2015, after a big fund-raising effort by local residents
and local businesses, the clock tower was fully restored. At one
time Oakwood was at the end of the tram line, and trams circled
the clock to turn round and return to Leeds
The route of “Walk Around the Clock” passes the site of a former
large quarry (now the Co-op car park!) from which much of pre1900
Oakwood was built. On Roundhay Road the walk visits the site of the

vast Olympia Roller Skating Rink billed in its brief heyday (1909) as
“The Finest Rink in Europe”, and subsequently to become Olympia
Works where some of the earliest aircraft were built. Across the
road, is where the Astoria Ballroom formerly stood, previously the
“Harehills Palaise de Dance”. The walk then goes through Gipton
Wood where there is an enclosure and field system which is now a
Scheduled Ancient Monument. These are but a few of the 31 points
of interest which form part of the walk. For those who wish to make
it a family walk there is a Children’s Challenge with questions for the
children about places of interest on the route.
Full details of the route of “Walk Around the Clock” and the
various places of interest can be downloaded free at www.
oakwoodchurch.info/walkaroundtheclock. There is also a
splendidly illustrated Trail Guide which costs £3 and is on sale
at the Leeds Civic Trust Bookshop, City Stationers on Roundhay
Road, and Oakwood Library.
KW

CALLING ALL WALKS
CO-ORDINATORS & LEADERS
By the time you read this, walks co-ordinators will
already have received an email from me asking you
to start collecting walks for the Winter Programme
(November 2016 – April 2017). If you want your walks
to be in the printed programme then the system for
getting them published is just the same as it was for the
Summer Programme. All your walks should be entered
on to The Ramblers national website using the “Group
walks and events manager”. The deadline is 29th
August. On this date Steve Noble will extract the walk
details from the website. Only what’s on the website

on 29th August will be in the printed programme. I will
again be a point of reference for any difficulties. Don’t
struggle if something isn’t working. So please contact
me at Leedsramblers@aol.com Just one more thing.
The Ramblers Festival of Winter Walks runs from 17th
December to 8th January. It would be good to have a
few shorter, easier walks over this period to encourage
new walkers.
Peter Sweeney, Area Walks Programme Team and
Leeds Group Walks Co-ordinator
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The West Riding Rambler is always pleased to consider articles, letters and photographs for publication.
Contact the editors Keith Wadd - Tansley22@btinternet.com or Dave Pannell at Dave@ramblersyorkshire.org
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